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The Ladies’ Recreation club (LRC) is a long established, highly 
sought after, sports & recreation club, with a commitment to 
continually improving upon green initiatives, year on year. Every 
service team member is engaged in the process including the 
membership community, the management team, all employees, 
suppliers, partners and even external clubs. This creates a 
resourceful learning pool that delivers ambitious sustainable 
goals. Recent projects have cut through established lifestyle 
culture to replace high-volume plastic bottle drinks with 
High5zero electrolyte tablets, a new water filtration system 
and back-of-house motion sensors to cut energy consumption. 
An extensive upgrade in solar technology has been rolled out 
and food waste is now recycled to divert it from landfills. Such 
a broad program is supported with a responsive assessment, 
communication and testing schedule to fine tune LRC’s actions, 
mitigate risks and upgrade everything they do.

Alibi - Wine Dine Be Social was the first hotel restaurant in Hong 
Kong to join The Nature Conservancy (TNC) ‘Save Our Shells’ 
recycling project. Since oyster shells create a major food waste 
problem because they cannot easily degrade, Alibi - Wine Dine Be 
Social introduced a standard operation procedure (SOP) to educate 
the team in how to separate and clean the shells from other food 
waste before donating to the Save Our Shells campaign. Alibi - 
Wine Dine Be Social expects to deliver over 20 tons of oyster 
shells to the reef conservation programme within the first year.

From its inception, MANA! has strived to tackle the issue of food 
waste. All organic food matter, from kitchen cuttings, coffee 
grinds, juice pulp and customer leftovers, is managed through 
our fully comprehensive compost and recycling system to divert 
over five tonnes of food waste away from landfill each month. 
The senior team has driven the zero food waste and zero plastic 
commitment since day one, by investing in the right machinery,  
private contractor compost collection. Plant plastic packaging and 
education programmes to raise awareness through public talks, 
organised events and showcased documentaries.
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“With the introduction of High5Zero Electrolyte 

tablets, we were able to replace over 4,350 single-
use plastic bottled drinks annually.”

“We now divert over 600kg of oyster shells 
away from landfill and towards shell-fish reef 

regeneration and sustainable  
aquaculture programmes.”

“All our food waste is turned into soil, pet feed or 
fish feed here locally, in Hong Kong.”
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